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Paul Shepard
Before I had the opportunity to be Paul Shepard’ s

editor, his words had changed my life. From the first
month I moved to this square mile of remote north-

ern California land in 1971, after a lifetime of living in
cities and suburbs, I knew I had found the place where I
wanted to live the rest of my life. I was 25 then, and had a
very romantic view of nature; I thought of moving to the
country as trying to "become one with" the natural world.
That, I realize now, was a city-bred idea; real life in wild
nature is much more complex and challenging (and also
more deeply fulfilling). I quickly discovered that living in
near-wilderness evoked a range of emotions and intuitions
for which my Midwestern suburban upbringing had not
prepared me. 

A few years after I moved here, long after this place had
become home, a friend recommended Paul’s Tender
Carnivore and the Sacred Game. I devoured the book, pen in
hand, and experienced one of those rare  clicks  of deep
recognition.  Ah, yes, I thought, this is the way it is. Paul
described a different dynamic—not a losing oneself in
nature, but rather a rich and endlessly stimulating
exchange of life and growth. Suddenly I had words for my
experience here. His description of the 'other' was a revela-
tion; my longing for unity was replaced with a fascination
with otherness. 

After I'd marked up the pages of my copy of Carnivore, I
went looking for more of Paul’s writing. In each book and
essay, I felt the same kinship and affirmation, as he wrote
of ideas and feelings I had just begun to experience or con-
template. Paul’s work made sense of the emotions that
seemed to rise naturally from my interaction with this wild
place. Paul’s insights gave me the framework I needed to
understand what was happening to me here, what I was
thinking and feeling and why. His writing was a genuine
lifeline. 

I wrote to Paul after I read Carnivore, as hundreds of
other people must also have done. I still have a copy of one
early letter, in which I took issue with some of his observa-
tions about pets. I—who can t imagine choosing to live
without a dog—was determined to persuade him that
domestic animals can live with humans on some basis other
than slavery; that they can, in fact, offer a conduit to the
animal instincts within. I went on for pages. He graciously
responded to the letter—but conspicuously avoided taking
up the debate, for reasons I didn’t understand until years
later.

My first opportunity to meet Paul was when he and Flo
participated in the gathering at Woods Hole in August 1992
convened by E. O. Wilson and Stephen R. Kellert to inves-
tigate the  biophilia  hypothesis, a small symposium that
became the basis for an Island Press book. In person, Paul
was gracious and charming; his physical fitness was capped
by eyes that sparkled with humor. Paul s topic was the

breakdown of the distinction between wild and domestic, a
critical opposition that underlies cognitive abilities: the
nature/culture distinction analyzed by Claude Levi-Strauss.
In other words, Paul was again talking about pets—or, as he
called them, slaves and goofies.  Paul was his most witty and
irreverent self during his presentation, free of any editorial
efforts to tone down his language. Those of us in the room,
including several admitted dog-lovers besides myself,
laughed until tears came as Paul described the corruption
of wildness in one outrageous pet image after another. I
realized later that this was the first time I had truly appreci-
ated Levi-Strauss. And I finally understood why Paul had
resisted responding to my comments on pets years
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before—comments that, from his perspective, were a
reduction of the real issues.

The first complete manuscript I worked on with Paul
was The Others:  How Animals Made Us Human, his most
comprehensive and mature statement about the importance
of animals in human evolution. The opportunity to work
with him was, on the one hand, what every editor hopes
for: a chance to work closely with an author whom one
respects on material that is personally meaningful. But
serving as Paul’s editor was also a daunting prospect. I
found some of his thinking challenging to comprehend,
much less edit. 

As it turned out, working with Paul was the kind of
author-editor interaction that I like best. He was well aware
that his work could be difficult; he could be wryly funny
about some of the early published reviews of his books.
Although Paul tried hard to express himself in ways that
readers would understand, he was driven primarily by the
fire of his passion and the brilliance of his ideas. He lis-
tened to editorial comments, but would often come up
with his own way of solving problems rather than agreeing
with me. For every five suggestions he adopted, there
would be one to which he would respond,  No, I really mean
this; leave it this way.  Since I knew firsthand how powerful
Paul’s words could be, I respected his judgment. 

Although everyone at Island Press wants his work to
reach the widest possible audience, we have no illusions
that Paul’s books will appear on the New York Times best-
seller lists within weeks of publication. The growing inter-
est in his work now is heartening—and perhaps an indica-
tion that the time is finally right for his ideas. But we have
always understood that the compelling reason to publish
Paul’s books is the originality of his thinking, and its illu-
mination of the fundamental relationship between humans
and the natural world. Regardless of its size, Paul s follow-
ing is both deep and loyal, because of the resonance and
innate power of his insights. 

By the time The Others was under contract, Paul’s cancer
had been diagnosed, and he was undergoing chemotherapy
while working on copy edit and page proofs. He was unfail-
ingly courteous and conscientious, even during the most
difficult periods. His attention to detail was genuine; he
met his deadlines with no request for special consideration
because of his illness. After the publication of The Others,
we began working on his first collection of essays, Traces of
an Omnivore. With Flo’s help and support, Paul finished
reviewing the page proofs of Traces just weeks before his
death.

Now I am working on Paul’s last manuscript, Coming
Home to the Pleistocene, which he sent off to us shortly before
he died last summer. This book in many ways is the essen-
tial message of Paul’s work—that we are the product of our
evolutionary past, and if we are to fulfill our destinies, we
must honor our Pleistocene selves. It is, overall, an opti-
mistic work. One of my favorite passages is Paul s eloquent
and evocative description of the fire-circle: 

Gathering around a fire is certainly one of the deepest images of
our collective memory. From as long ago as 700,000 years, we

have met around fires. Much about being human is thereby signi-
fied: the social unity of the small group, the sharing of food and
understanding, the anticipated collaboration in foraging, repose,
reflection, and solidarity that could only come where the life-like
flame reached out as though from a common heart, as does the sun
and as do we among ourselves. . . .

The fire-circle embraces us socially and culturally even today
across eons of time. . . .The fire-circle is where the occasions of the
life cycle are met with enfolding care and customs traditional to
the group. . . .The fire-circle also involves those no longer present
even in this modern world where we have forgotten our ancestors.
Attention to the  presence  of ancestors and to kinship is funda-
mental to our personal identity. 

As I walk through the meadow on these early summer
days, I mull over this passage. I am so grateful to Paul for
his gifts of insight and courage and wisdom, which contin-
ue to influence my own life. Wandering through this famil-
iar, beloved landscape, over the rolling hills that are now
mostly golden, dotted with the deep green of oaks and
conifers, I realize that the fire-circle is the perfect image for
the sense of extended kinship I and so many others feel for
Paul and his work. Paul will surely always be part of my
life, part of my fire-circle, across uncharted time and space.
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